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Summary
The aim of this paperis to presentsomeof the stylizedfeaturesof financialdatawhichhavereceiveda
lot of attentionbothfrompractitionersandthosewithmoretheoreticalbackgrounds.Someof the models
resultingfromtheseeffortsarereviewedanddiscussed.Tofacilitatethe discussiontwodatasetsareused:
one of thesecontainsall US tradesin IBMstocksin 1995at NYSE.
Continuous
timemodels;DiscretetimemodKey words:Aggregational
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Asymmetry-symmetry;
els; Fat tails;Highfrequencydata;Pricingderivatives;
Volatilityclustering;
Seasonality;Serialcorrelation;
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1 Introduction
The evaluationof risk and the pricingof derivativeassets arebasedon statisticalmodels describing
underlying asset prices. The quality of the risk measures and the validity of prices are therefore
strongly dependenton how well the statisticalmodel capturesthe behaviorof the underlyingasset.
Shortcomingsof the statisticalmodel can be disastrous,and not only for financial speculators.For
example anyone who has an equity linked pension scheme will be seriously affected by mispriced
derivativesas most pension funds and insurancecompanies generate a large part of their surplus
by holding a large portfolio of financialassets. The marketfor mortgagesis anotherexample of an
industrythat benefits from productscreatedbased on statisticalmodels. How else could building
societies or banks offer mortgagedeals with fixed interestrates, when the real marketinterestrate
set by, e.g. the EuropeanCentralBank or the Bank of Englandis variable.
Popularmodels such as the Black & Scholes (1973) model, based on the geometric Brownian
motion, have very nice mathematicalpropertieswhich have been extensively used to price options.
These models, however,lack most of the empiricallyfound featuresof financialdata.More elaborate
models can thereforebe found in the literaturewhich try
to encompass
asse
they
empirical findings.
Statisticallythese newer models have nice propertiesin terms of both fitting the observed data and
telling economically meaningfulstories. But from a mathematicalfinance point of view, where the
focus is on pricing derivatives,they have serious drawbacks.This is because models such as the
stochastic volatility models generatemarketswhere derivativeprices are not uniquely determined:
how to solve this problemis largely unresolved.
Pricing of options and other derivativeassets are not the only reasons for building statistical
models. One may also wish to gain insight into the marketmicrostructureto answerquestions such
as: how do different types of trades influence the market?or, how do news releases influence the
tradingpatternand price movements?Answeringthese types of questions also requiresa statistical
model.
The focus of this paper is the statistical modelling of financial data, i.e. the econometrics of
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financialdata. In orderto keep an open mind on how to resolve the modelling problem,the features
of financialdata,ratherthan the models, are accentuated.
Two data sets, described in Section 2, are used throughoutthe paper to facilitate the discussion.
Section 3 describes some of the stylized features of financial data, which need to be taken into
account when developing models. The stylized facts discussed in Section 3 are not only valid for
the two data sets used here, but have shown to be extremely general and present across different
types of financial assets and sampling frequencies.These stylized featuresdemonstratewhy this is
an intellectuallychallenging areafor statisticiansto participatein.
The paperaims to providea basis of knowledgeabouthow far financialeconometricsresearchhas
developed. Therefore,despite our wish not to promote any particulartype of modelling approach,
Section 4 of the paper includes brief summaries of discrete and continuous time models. More
extensive surveyarticlesof these particularareasmay be foundin Bollerslev,Engle & Nelson (1994),
Ghysels, Harvey & Renault (1996) and Shephard(1996). In Section 4.2.4 very recent researchof
high frequency financial data is discussed. Section 5 considers problems relating to pricing and
hedging in some of the presentedmodels. Section 6 concludes.
2

Data

A financial data set usually consists of a record of trades in stocks or bonds traded at some
stock exchange, or, by quoted interest rates or foreign exchange rates. Other examples would be
commodities tradedat the Chicago Board of Trade(CBOT).
The data sets can be intra-daily"tick-by-tick"tradesdata (e.g. a tick was 1/8 of a dollar in 1995
at the New YorkStock Exchange). This means that every single tradein a specific stock or bond is
recorded,with the time the trade took place, the amounttraded,settling price (the price at which
the tradetook place), settling date and sometimes what type of traderstook partin the trade.These
differenttypes of tradersinclude marketmakers,banks and brokers(these are not disjoint groups).
An intra-daily data set could also consist of the quotes. This would include the time the quote
is posted, the bid price (the price at which the marketmakeris willing to buy), ask price (the price
at which the marketmaker is willing to sell) and the depth (how many shares the marketmakeris
willing to buy/sell at the best bid/ask).
If the dataset is constitutedof only daily data, the most you can hope for is opening price, closing
price, highest price, lowest price, tradedamount(volume) and numberof trades. More commonly
the daily data sets analyzed in the literaturecontainonly closing prices.
The data used to facilitate the discussion in this paperare:
1. daily closing prices of IBM stocks from DataStream.They cover the period January2, 1973
to January25, 1996. The data set consists of dates and prices. The data are shown in Figure 1.
2. Intra-dailyprices of IBM stocks from NYSE (New York Stock Exchange), recorded in the
TAQ (tradesand quotes) data base. They cover the period January3, 1995 to December 29,
1995. The dataset consists of dates, exchange(New York,Cincinnati,Pacific, ... ), time, price
and amount.The length of the total data set when all exchanges in the US are considered is
413,906. Figure 2 shows all the prices of tradeson four individualdays.
For notationalconvenience we make the following definitions. Let {St} denote the stock price
process and let
Pt = log St - log S_-l,

denote the logarithmicincreaseof S over the interval(t - 1, t]. P, is usually referredto as the "log
returns"or simply the "returns".The returnsfor the daily prices of IBM stocks are shown in Figure
3.
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Figure 1. Plot of the IBMprices in theperiod January2, 1973 to January25, 1996. Notefor instance the largeprice changes
aroundOctober 19, 1987, also knownas "BlackMonday".

The estimates of the mean and the empiricalvarianceare the usual
1

X=

1

n

- i?Xi,
i=1

var(x) = n

n
(xI2,i=l

and the skewness and kurtosisare given by
I
-1

n

( -)3/var(x
)/2,
k(x) = - n (i - x)/var(x)2.
n i=l
i=l
For the data sets used here these numbers can be found in Table 1 (See also Campbell, Lo &
MacKinlay (1997) who give other versions of the formulae for s and k.). Note how the kurtosis
decreases when the data are aggregated.Unfortunately,the kurtosisfor the half hourlyreturnsis not
directly comparablesince only data from 1995 were availableat this frequency.The data set for the
period January2, 1973 to January25, 1996 contains the crash in 1987 which completely changes
the level of the kurtosis,see Figure 4.
s(x)=

3

Stylized Features of Financial Data

The "stylized features"of financialdata will be discussed below. When building new models to
describe financial data it is a great help to have some clear-cut guidelines that describe the most
importantfeatureswhich the models must encompass.These guidelines are referredto as "stylized
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Figure 2. Plot of all tradedIBMprices at the New Yorkstock exchangeonfour differentdays in 1995. A trade is represented
as a dot.

features"or "stylized facts". For daily and lower frequenciesof sampling the stylized features are
quite well knownand some of them aredescribedin for example,Taylor(1986, Ch. 2). For the higher
frequencies they are not well established, because the availabilityof intra-daydata is rathernew.
However, for foreign exchange rates Guillaume,Dacorogna,Dave, Miiller, Olsen & Pictet (1997)
have reportedwhat they believe to be stylized facts of intra-dailyforeign exchange rates. Another
source of informationon featuresof high frequencydata is Ghysels, Gourieroux& Jasiak(1998).
Table 1
Estimatedparametersfor IBMlog returnsin theperiod January2, 1973
to January25, 1996. Note that the half hourlyreturnsare onlyfrom 1995
so these numbersare not really comparable.Also the low frequencies
contain 1987 which really contaminatesthe picture, see Figure 4. The
correspondingempiricaldensities are shown in Figure 7.
mean
resolution
variance
skewness kurtosis
half hour
daily
weekly
monthly

-4.6 x 10-5
4.01 x 10-5
0.0002
0.0004

1.4 x 10-5
0.0002
0.0010
0.0043

-0.691
-0.638
-0.107
-0.354

13.27
22.36
6.26
4.44

Fat tails
Fat tails imply that the distributionof the returnshas tails which are heavier than the tails of a
normal distribution,in other words the tails decrease slower than exp(-x2). The most celebrated
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Figure 3. Plot of the IBM log returnsin the period January2, 1973 to January25, 1996. The log returnsexhibits bulks of
large price changes.

model in mathematicalfinance is the previously mentionedBlack & Scholes (1973) model which
assumes normally distributedlog returns.The assumptionof normallydistributedlog returnshas,
however,long been a disputedtopic.
Mandelbrot(1963) arguedthatthe price changes of cotton futuresshowed much heaviertails than
normal;in fact, he claimed thatthe distributionwas a stable law withouta second moment.However,
becausethe serialcorrelationwas not takeninto account,Mandelbrot'sconclusion has been disputed.
It is still an ongoing debate how many moments actually exist. There does seem, however, to be
generalagreementthatdaily datado have finite varianceand therebythe class of stable laws are not
suitablemodels. For a discussion of this see Eberlein& Keller (1995).
For the data considered here the log densities are shown for differentresolutions in Figure 7. In
Figure4 we also see how dramatican effect 1987 has on the statisticsof lateryears ("BlackMonday"
was on October 19th, 1987. Interestingly,in October 1997, exactly 10 years later,the stock market
faced anothermajor crash.). This shows that one should be very careful using statistics based on
long time series, i.e. low frequencies,withoutchecking if they are consistentwith statisticsof higher
frequencies.Of course, 1987 is very extremeandone could probablyscreensome of the observations
aroundOctober 19th, but, which ones?
When it comes to very high frequenciesof intra-dailydata the question is much more difficult.
In two different markets, the foreign exchange and the inter money bank, Miiller, Dacorogna &
Pictet (1996) find evidence that the second moment exists but the fourth moment might not. This
is not only of relevance when searchingfor the best fitting distributionbut also when studying the
serial correlationsof the squaredor absolutereturns,which will be discussed later.See also Davis &
Mikosch (2000) who discuss the problemsrelatedto estimatingthe sample autocorrelationin models
with heavy tails.
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If the model for the returnsdoes not have enough probabilitymass in the tails the price and
hedge strategiesbased on the model will not take the large returnsinto account (see Section 5 for
a definition). This will result in seriously mispricedderivativesand hedge strategieswhich do not
cover all of the risk concernedwith holding a specific portfolio.
Just one word of caution here. As we shall see, most financial time series have quite persistent
correlationstructures.If this is not modelled correctly we may get an incorrectpicture of the tail
behavior.Specifically,this could lead to a model where the tails are in fact too heavy.
Asymmetry-Symmetry
There is evidence that the distributionof stock returnsare slightly negatively skewed. One explanation could be that tradersreact more strongly to negative informationthan positive information.
As an example see Figure 1 where the drop on October 19th, 1987 is very big and afterwardsit
takes many much smaller increases to get back to the previouslevel. This type of behavior,in daily
returns,is specifically modelled by the EGARCH model (see Section 4.1.3 for furtherdiscussion
of this phenomena).For high frequencydata we also find evidence of negatively skewed tails (see
Rydberg& Shephard(1998a)).
Anothertype of asymmetryis the asymmetryin the lagged correlation.In Figure 5 and 6 it is seen
thatweekly "coarsevolatility",as definedin formula(1) predictsweekly "finevolatility"betterthan
the opposite way around.This fact was firstnoticed for exchange rates in Miiller,Dacorogna,Dave,
Olsen, Pictet & Weizsacker(1996). In otherwords this means that
Q(Fw,CW-1)> o(Cw, Fw-1),
where Q is the correlationfunction and C and F are given by:
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= IP5

C,

+ PW4 +

PW3 + PW2 + PWl I=

I logS,,

-

(1)

log S,I,

and
+ IPw, I) /5,
Fw = (IPw5I+ IPw41+ IPw1,,+ IP,W21
where w denotes the week and w, the days of the week (see Miiller,Dacorogna,Dave, Olsen, Pictet
& Weizsacker(1996)). In words C can be expressed as the absolute price change over a full week.
For any one stock exchange a week is a 5 day period, since weekends are not counted. The weekly
"finevolatility"F is the mean of the absolutedaily price changes over a full week.
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Volatility Clustering
The termvolatilityclusteringrefers to the fact thatlargeprice changes come in clusters, again see
Figure 1. See also Figure3 which shows the log returns,here the clusteringis more visible. Creating
mathematical/statistical
models thatdescribethis featurehas been the aim of a lot of researchactivity.
For proposed models in the econometrics literature;see, for instance the review papers on ARCH
by Bollerslev, Chou & Kroner(1992), Bollerslev,Engle & Nelson (1994) and Shephard(1996) (see
Section 4 of this paperfor a very shorttreatment).
A very different approachis taken in the mathematicalfinance literaturesee for instance, the
review paper on diffusion stochastic volatility (SV) models by Taylor(1994). In this paper Taylor
compares ARCH and SV models. However,presumablyneitherof these models would have been
able to model the price changes aroundOctober 19th, 1987, since the price change of that Monday
was extreme, in fact it was approximately23%. The crash of the marketstartedon the preceding
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Friday.One often used explanationis thatthe marketwas over valued.If such extremeevents should
be taken into account it would be necessary to add extra components to the models with features
derivedfrom risk theory.However,it is an open questionwhethersuch extremesshouldbe modelled
directlyor separately.
When we are only dealing with daily data it is not possible to give much furtherdescriptionof
why the price changes the way it does and the reasons for the volatility clusters. If we had more
informationavailable such as the numberof trades, the tradingvolume and the variationwithin a
specific day, it would help us gain insight. We will returnto this subjectin Section 4.
Economic informationand news play an importantrole in the formationof the price process and
the tradedvolume. Andersen & Bollerslev (1998) reporton volatility increases aroundreleases of
macroeconomicreports.Also the informationcontent of the observed trades series influences the
prices process. Withoutexaggeration,one could say that,the marketis a bit hysterical,because some
types of informationlike big sell orders might trigger a big group of people to sell out of a specific asset. This, of course, causes the priceto fall. In this sense the volatilityis drivenby information.
Aggregational Gaussianity
For decreasing sampling frequencies the centrallimit law sets in and the distributionof the log
returnstends towardsa Gaussianlaw. Decreasingsamplingfrequenciesis equivalentto aggregation
since,
log S5 - log So = (log S5 - log S4) + ... + (log S - log So) = P5 + .. + P.

An example of this is shown in Figure 7 where the empiricaldensities for four different sampling
frequenciesare shown togetherwith the estimatednormaldensity.
This stylized fact also rules out the Stable laws as suitablemodels for describingthe marginallog
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returns,as they do not aggregateto a normaldistribution.Togetherwith the fact thatlog returnshave
fat tails, this suggests thatnaturalmodels for describingthe marginaldistributionsof the log returns
should be families of laws which are fat tailed, closed underconvolution (this would be desirable
when working with portfolios, as the value of a portfolio is the sum of the individual assets) and
containthe normallaw as a limit. One class of distributionswhich allows for this is the normalinverse
Gaussian. In fact this particularclass of distributionshas been shown to be capable of fitting log
returnson many kinds of assets, see Barndorff-Nielsen(1995), Barndorff-Nielsen(1997), Rydberg
(1997a) and Rydberg(1999).
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Quasi Long Range Dependence
The log returns themselves, of all kinds of assets (e.g. see Figure 9) hardly show any serial
correlationbut this does not mean that they are independent.In orderto study the dependenceand
correlationstructureof the log returnsit is necessarynot only to studythe log returnsthemselves,but
also an appropriatefunctionof the log returns.In this context "appropriate"
is relatedto the variance
i.e. an appropriatefunctionis a functionthatrevealsmore informationaboutthe varianceof the asset
prices.

The most widely used function is probablythe square,which does reveal informationabout the
serial correlationof the variance,since it enlarges large returnsand diminishes small ones. Using
the squaredlog returnsmight pose a problem,however,since in some cases, for instancefor foreign
exchange rates, the 4th momentmight not exist (see Guillaume,Dacorogna,Dave, Muller,Olsen &
Pictet (1997)). For the data studied here it should be possible to use the 4th moment, see Figure 4.
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Anotherpossible function is the absolute value of the log returns.The absolute value will compare
the log returnssize-wise, and a strong correlationbetween first lags will then, like the use of the
squaredlog returns,reveal volatility clustering,i.e. clustersof big movementsof the price.
For a comparisonof squaresand absolutevalues see Figure9. Note that,in the intervalof interest,
the absolute values of the log returnsspan a much largerintervalthan the squaredlog returns.How
much that actually is can be seen from Figure 8. It is also strikingthat the absolute returnsshow a
muchstrongerpersistencethanthe squaredreturns.This is in accordancewith Ding, Granger& Engle
(1993), who in a studyof serialcorrelationlook at functionsof the form IxtIdand findas an empirical
fact thatthe values of d close to 1 arethe ones for which the propertyof high autocorrelationsfor long
lags is most significant.However,the absolutevalues are much more difficultto handle analytically
thanthe squares,so perhapsthis is the reason why the squareis the preferredfunction.
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The result of using a model where the correlationis misspecified is similar to the result of using a model where the distributionis misspecified. This is because large returnscan be a result
of either, uncorrelatedevents which have a distributionwith a thick tail, or, negatively correlated
events. However,it is often difficultto distinguishthe effects of largenegativecorrelationsin the first
few lags andthe tail behaviorof the distributionof the returns,especially if one is not searchingfor it.
Seasonality
For intra-dailyfrequencies the above stylized features still hold but some extra complexity is
added. For a thoroughstudy of high frequencyforeign exchange rates see Guillaume, Dacorogna,
Dave, Muller, Olsen & Pictet (1997). Exchange rates and stock prices are not directly comparable.
One big difference is thatthe exchange ratesare somethingworld wide, e.g. the US Dollar is traded
againstthe Deutsch Markor the Euro in all of the four majormarkets:the Pacific, covering Australia
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and New Zealand;the Far East, covering Tokyo, Singaporeand Hong Kong; the Europeanmarket
with the majorexchanges being Londonand Frankfurtam Main;and the NorthAmericanwith New
Yorkas the majorexchange. The opening hoursof these marketsspan almost all 24 hoursof the day,
except for a gap between the closure of the Americanmarketsand the opening in the Pacific and
the Far Eastern,therebythe world marketdoes not really close, see Guillaume,Dacorogna,Dave,
Muller,Olsen & Pictet (1997).
Stocks are mainly tradedat the nationalstock exchanges. Therefore,they are of a differentnature
to foreign exchange rates. The prices of stock trades are quoted within the business day which is
usually somewhere between the hours of 8.30 and 16.30. The fact that the marketcloses overnight
does in some instances create a strong overnighteffect, perhapsdue to the largeramount of news
revealedto the traderswhile the marketis closed.
In any case, the marketis very busy in the mornings,slows down aroundlunch, andpicks up again
in the afternoon,see Figure 11. It is very clear from Figure 11 that the New Yorkstock exchange is
only open from 9.30-16.00. On a weekly basis one sees thatthe tradingis slower on Mondays than
the rest of the week, and the strengthof this phenomenafor the IBM stocks can be seen from Figure
10.
4

Models

Many different types of models have been suggested for the modelling of financial data, some
more complicatedthanothers.These quite differenttypes of models are the topic of this section.
The least ambitiousgoal, which has received a lot of attentionsince the beginningof this century,
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Figure 11. Numberof tradesas afunction of 5 minuteperiods.

Carlo methods and the Kalmanfilter.Many financialtime series are only observed at fixed discrete
time points, as is the case if the data set consists of daily closing prices. The discrete natureof such
types of data are also one of the motivationsbehinddiscretetime models.

4.1.1 ARCHtype models
The most widely used discrete time model is probablythe ARCH model (Auto Regressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity)developed by Engle (1982). The simplest ARCH model, the ARCH(1)
is given by
Yt = OatE,0t2

t = 1, ... T,

= w + oYt_l,

where the Et's are independentidentically distributedand Et,

N(O, 1). In order to ensure that

at2 > 0 for all t we need a > 0. For the ARCH(1) model

t 3 1 a2
1 3a2'
(E(y2))2
E(y4)

if 3a2 < 1. If this condition is fulfilled then the process for the squares,yt, is covariancestationary
and the autocorrelationfunction is given by
e(s) = acs.

A generalARCH(q) model is given by
2
a2

q

=w+Eaiyt-i.
i=1

2
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Now, if we rewritethe innovationpart,we see that
q

E2 = W

E CiE2-i +mt
i=l

wherem, = E2-a_r which is a martingaledifference.In addition,the model correspondsto an AR(q)
for the squaredinnovations.Certainregularityconditionsare needed, and the interestedreadermay
consult Bollerslev, Engle & Nelson (1994), which is a very comprehensivesurvey study of ARCH
type models. See also Shephard(1996), where the statisticalaspects of both ARCH and stochastic
volatility models are discussed.
The ARCH models have excess kurtosis accommodatingthe empirical findings. Furthermore,
they show some persistencein the squaredautocorrelationsdependingon the size of q. In empirical
applicationsof the ARCH(q) model largeq's areusuallyneededandtherebymanyparameters(ai 's).
In an attemptto overcome this problemthe GeneralizedARCH model, GARCH, was introducedby
Bollerslev (1986) and is given by
P

q

Yt =c tE,

oat2 = W+

+

t_iy

,

j2

t=1,

...T.

j=l

i=l

Neither the ARCH nor the GARCH models take the asymmetry into account. Also, ARCH and
GARCHdo not model what is called leverage,which is the fact thatvolatilityis negativelycorrelated
with changes in stock returnsin the sense that "bad news" tends to give an increase in volatility
and "good news" a decrease in volatility.A model which is developed in Nelson (1991) with these
aspects in mind is the ExponentialGARCH,EGARCH,model
00

=Ot

loga

kg(Yt-k),

+-

i

1

k=l

where
g(yt) = Oyt+ y (lytl- Elytl).
The above-mentionedare only a few of the ARCH type models which have been consideredin the
econometricsliterature.For more on these models see Bollerslev,Engle & Nelson (1994) and Olsen
& Associates (1995).
Let usjust brieflylook at one of these moreexotic ARCHmodels, the HARCHmodel developedin
Miiller,Dacorogna,Dave, Olsen, Pictet & Weizsacker(1996). This model is a resultof an extremely
thoroughstudy of the correlationstructureof the foreign exchange market.In Miiller, Dacorogna,
Dave, Olsen, Pictet & Weizsacker(1996) it is observedthat coarse volatility predictsfine volatility
better than the other way around.Togetherwith other findings about the behavior of volatility the
HARCH model is proposed,where a HARCH(n) is defined as follows:
YEt= Ett

,

cr72 =CO +

n

/ j

\2

Ec

(iYt

i)2y

j=l

i=1

co > , cn > , cj>O

for j=,...,

n-1.

Here the E,'s are independentidentically normalor t-distributed.The HARCH models differ from
any other ARCH formulationby the way past returnsare taken into account. Past squaredreturns
are entered aggregatedover different intervalsizes. In Miiller, Dacorogna, Dave, Olsen, Pictet &
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Weizsacker(1996) a HARCH(1024)is estimated.To estimate 1024 parameterswould be impossible.
In orderto reduce the numberof parametersand get a more parsimoniousrepresentation,ranges of
j where the cj's are the same are representedas componentsand therebythe numberof parameters
is reduced to 6. The 6 new components representdifferent perceptions of volatility, as seen by
differenttypes of traders.The six new intervalscorrespondto j =1, 2-4, 5-16, 17-64, 65-256 and
257-1024. These j's are not directly transferableto real time since they are chosen under f-time
(see Dacorogna, Gauvreau,Miller, Olsen & Pictet (1994)). They can be roughly translatedto a
minimumof 10 minutes, 15 minutes, 1 hour,4 hours, 1 day and 3 days respectivelyin physical time
at the busiest tradingperiods. The 6 types of tradersare in Miiller,Dacorogna,Dave, Olsen, Pictet
& Weizsacker(1996) given the following tentativedescriptions;1. short-term,intra-daytraders;2.
intra-daytraderswith only a few tradesperday; 3. traderswith over-nightpositions;4. few traders(no
explanation);5. medium-termtraderswith no intra-daytrading;and 6. long-termtraders,investors
and centralbanks.

4.1.2

The binomialmodel

Anotherpopulartype of discretetime model is the binomialmodel. A binomialmodel can simply
be describedby a tree where the vertices at deterministictime points split into two. Whereasall the
ARCH type models are build on statisticalknowledge of the financialmarketthe binomial model
is ratherstylized and more of a toy model, since stock prices change randomly at random time
points ratherthan move to one of two levels (or a countablyfinite numberof levels, then we have a
multinomialmodel) at deterministictime points.
Despite the simple form of the binomialmodel it enables one to understandfundamentalfeatures
about how basic structuresof marketswork. See for instance Baxter & Rennie (1996) where the
binomialmodel is presentedas the first,very small, step towardsa realisticmodel of the real financial
market.An appealingfeatureof the binomialmodels is thatthey can be rolled up backwardsfor easy
determinationof pricing and hedging strategies.To hedge a position is to secure it against changes
in the market.How this is done is not the topic of this paperbut can be found in standardtextbooks
on mathematicalfinance, such as Dothan (1990) and Duffie (1992). In Figure 12 the structuresof a
binomialbranchmodel, a two periodbinomialmodel and a recombinanttwo periodbinomialmodel
are displayed.
Cuu

Cu

CduCd/C
rd

~

2~!

-

P2

Figure
12. Examplesof binomialmodels.

Here
thep's are the probabilitiesof the price going up by some prespecifiedpercentageu and
Here the p's are the probabilitiesof the price going up by some prespecifiedpercentageu and
1 - p is the probabilityof the price going down by some prespecifiedpercentaged. So the probability
of ending up with the price cuu in the two period model is pip3, since there is one path and the
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probabilitiesof the edges are pi and p3. Furthermore,the value of the stock after two ups is ulu3c.
In the recombinanttree the probabilityof ending up with the price Cudis 2p(l - p) since there are
two possible ways of getting Cud. If the numberof periods tends to infinity it can be shown that a
binomial model convergesto the Black-Scholes model.
4.1.3

Stochastic volatilitymodels

Stochastic volatility models can be either discrete or continuous. But both the discrete and the
continuousmodels sharethe common featurethatthe varianceof the distributionof the log returnsis
unobservedand specifiedby some stochasticprocess.These types of models could also appropriately
be referredto as "parameterdriven"models in contrastto the ARCH models which are "observation
driven"(See Cox (1981) for the definitionof this terminology).Whatwe considerto be a stochastic
volatility model is a model of the type
Yt = Etf (t)

Here the ?t's are independentidenticallydistributednormaland independentof the positive process
at. Furthermore,at is unobservedand f some function such that f(at) > 0. The most well-known
discrete time stochastic volatility model is the log-normal stochastic volatility model by Taylor
(1986) which is given by
Yt = Etexp(a,/2)

and
at = ao + alait-

+ /t,

where the t,7's are independentidentically distributednormal random variables. Recently more
elaboratestochasticvolatilitymodels havebeen proposed.Among these arethe models by BarndorffNielsen (1997) and Barndorff-Nielsen(1998), who use normal inverse Gaussian distributionsas
building blocks. These types of distributionsare discussed later in the sections about Levy and
diffusion models. Stochastic volatility models also exist in diffusion process formulations.Here the
most famous is the one by Hull & White (1987) where

dSt= JStdt + ctStdW",
dat = pat(o - ot)dt + yatdWt(2)

Cov(W,(),W,() = d.
For examples of other specificationsof stochastic volatility models of diffusion type and further
discussion see; Hull & White (1988), Stein & Stein (1991), Ball (1991) and Ball & Roma (1994).
For an exhaustivesurveyof stochasticvolatilitymodels see Ghysels, Harvey& Renault(1996). For
problemsrelatedto the pricing in stochasticvolatilitymodels, see Section 5.
The problem of using the stochastic volatility models is that they are incomplete since it is not
possible to observe the volatility process at. Incompleteness (It can be shown that a stochastic
volatility model can be completed by observing the prices of Europeanoptions. See Romano &
Touzi (1993).) will be discussed later in relationto Levy models in Section 4.2.2. Levy models can
themselves be interpretedas stochasticvolatilitymodels.
4.2

ContinuousTimeModels

In continuoustime models the models aredescribedby stochasticdifferentialequationsin contrast
to the stochastic difference equations employed in the discrete time models. As mentioned above
you could roughly state that discrete time models belong to econometrics and that continuoustime
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models belong to mathematicalfinance.As correctlynoted by Nelson (1990): "Relativelylittle work
has been done on the relationbetween the continuoustime nonlinearstochasticdifferentialsystems,
used in so much of the theoreticalliterature,and the ARCH stochasticdifference equationsystems,
favored by empiricists. Indeed, the two literatureshave developed quite independently,with little
attemptto reconcile the discrete and continuousmodels".
It is beyond the scope of this paperto attemptthis reconciliation,but one should note that from a
theoreticalstatisticalpoint of view there are interestingthings to be found in both worlds.
4.2.1

The Black and Scholes model and optionpricingformula

The most celebrated of all models used in finance is probably the Black and Scholes model,
suggested in Black & Scholes (1973). In the Black and Scholes model the stock simply follows a
geometricBrownianmotion, i.e.,
St = uStdt + aStdWt,

which implies thatlog returnslog(St/St_i) arenormallydistributedwith mean/x - CJ2and variance
a2. The reasonfor the success of the Black and Scholes is not to be found in its statisticalproperties,
as is clear from the preceding text (e.g. no fat tails), but because in this model it is easy to give
closed form expressions for the prices of derivativeassets such as Europeanoptions. A European
call option is an asset which gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation, to purchasethe stock
St at a prenegotiatedprice K at time of maturityT. In mathematicsthe value of the Europeancall
option, at time of maturity,is given by
max(O,ST - K).
The price of this derivativeis given by the Black and Scholes option pricing formulawhich is
C(T, K) = SoC>(d) - Ke-rT

-(d- aVT)

where
d=

log(So/K) + (r + a2/2)T

uV7T

and 4 denotes the standardnormalcumulativedistributionfunction.
4.2.2

Levy type models

Before andafterBlack & Scholes (1973) severalpeople have workedon models which focus on the
distributionof log returns.Mandelbrot(1963) explainedthe non-normalityof log returnsby stable
laws for which the variancedoes not exist. This was built on the idea that returnsare independent
and that the stable laws are the only possible limit laws for properlynormedsums of independent
and identically distributedrandomvariables.As can be seen from the above discussion of stylized
featuressuch a statementis now stronglydisputed,especially the independenceclaim.
However,several other models have been proposed,which also build on independentincrements
of the returns.Praetz (1972) presents a scaled t-distributionand this distributionis shown to give
a good fit to weekly observationsfrom the Sydney Stock Exchange for the period 1958-1966, a
total of 462 observations.This type of model can also be viewed as a subordinatenormal model,
where the conditionaldistributiony Ia2 is a normaldistributionand C2 is an invertedgammatype of
distribution.
In Praetz (1972) a possible explanationof the stochastic a2 is said to be the change in activity
over the years, however, it is not justified by any statistical test. Clark (1973) suggests another
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subordinatedmodel for weekly returns.Here the process used for subordinationwas not only an
extrastochasticelement. The extrastochasticitywas used s a model for tradingvolume. The model
was chosen in this way based on examinationof the relationshipbetween the tradingvolume and the
changes in variance.The suggested model implies normal-log-normallydistributedreturns,i.e. the
varianceis modelled as a stochasticvariablewhich is log-normallydistributed.Epps & Epps (1976)
again discuss a mixturedistributionfor the log returnsand supportClark(1973) in the finding that
the log price depends on the tradingvolume. However,they suggest a differentfunctionalrelation
between log price and tradingvolume.
Lately, other subordinatemodels have been suggested. Many of the suggested models fall in the
class of generalizedhyperbolicLevy models. These models are characterizedby independentincrements which belong to the class of generalizedhyperbolicdistributions.This class of distributions
can be described as normalvariance-meanmixtureswhere the mixing distributionis a generalized
inverseGaussiandistribution,i.e.,
H(x; X, ae,Pl,tL, ) = N(4 +

z, z) /\ GIG(X, 2, a2 _2),
z

where H denotes the generalized hyperbolic distribution,N denotes the normal distributionand
GIG is the generalizedinverseGaussiandistribution.The density function of the GIG is given by,

gig(z; X, xX, )=

2K

-

(XV)

e I2 (X

ex

+

)

z > 0,

and the domainof variationof (X, X, 4) is given by
X >0
X >O0
X> 0

l >0
>0
0

if
if
if

> 0,
X= 0,
X<0.

When X = 0 or lr = 0 the density is found as the limit. For X > 0 and X = 0 we get a gamma
density.For X = -1/2 the GIG(X, X, r) is the inverse Gaussiandensity IG(X, 4), which can be
given a probabilisticinterpretationas the first hitting time to the level Jx7of a Brownian motion
with driftVJ and diffusion coefficient 1.
The previouslymentionedmodel by Praetz(1972) belongs to this class of models since the inverted
gamma distributionis a GIG distributionwith parameters(X, X, 0). In Madan & Seneta (1990),
Madan& Milne (1991) and Madan& Chang (1996) the variancegamma (V.G.) model, which is a
normalgammaLevy process, is studiedas a model for sharemarketreturns.Here the distributionof
the log returnsis a mixtureof a normaland a gammadistribution.
In Eberlein& Keller (1995) the hyperbolicLevy model is proposedas a model for Germanstock
prices and it is shown to give an extremely good fit. The hyperbolicdistributionis the special case
of the generalized hyperbolic distributionswhere X = 1. Furthermore,the model is used to price
options. Optionpricing in models based on Levy models is discussed in Section 5.
In Barndorff-Nielsen(1995) and Barndorff-Nielsen(1998) the normal inverse Gaussian Levy
model is suggested, and in Rydberg(1997a) it is shown to performwell in modelling Germanstock
prices.
4.2.3

Diffusiontype models

Severaldifferentdiffusionmodels havebeen formulated.One of the featuresoften incorporatedin
these models is a mean-revertingeffect. Supportfor a mean-revertingeffect is found if the firstlagged
autocorrelationis positive and the second negative and of comparablesize. A way of incorporating
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this effect is by choosing the stochasticdifferentialequationto be of the form
dSt = a(x - St)dt + a(St)dWt,
where W is a Wienerprocess and a is some sufficientlywell-behavedfunction of St.
The above form is used in the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model (Cox, Ingersoll & Ross (1985)) for
interestrates where a (x) is of the form clx'. However,the attemptto incorporatestatisticalfeatures
in the models are limited, one of the reasons is perhapsthat the goal is to price derivativeassets and
this becomes rathercomplicatedas soon as we leave the Black and Scholes framework(see Section
5).
One of the few early attemptsto createa more elaboratemodel is by Cox (1975) and Cox & Ross
(1976), who suggests the "constantelasticity of variance"diffusion model. This model is based on
the empirical finding that the varianceof stocks tends to decrease when the stock price increases
(e.g. see Black (1976)). This effect is referredto as leverage(see the precedingsection aboutARCH
models). The model incorporatesthis fact by letting the volatilitybe a function of the stock price in
the following way
y

dSt = AStdt + raStdWt.
Again W is a Wiener process and y < 2. For this particulardiffusion Cox (1975) also developed
an option pricing formula.This formulais, however,rathercomplicatedcomparedto the Black and
Scholes formula(see Section 4.2.1).
Some of the laterdiffusiontype models have,in spite of the problemsof pricing,triedto incorporate
some of the statistical aspects of financial data. Among these are the hyperbolic diffusion model
proposed for Danish stock prices in Bibby & S0rensen (1997) and the generalized hyperbolic
diffusion models, proposedin Rydberg(1999). In Rydberg(1999) one of the models is the normal
inverse Gaussian diffusion model which is used to model American stock prices. The generalized
hyperbolic diffusion models again use the generalizedhyperbolicdistributionsas building blocks
like the generalizedhyperbolicLevy processes discussed in Section 4.2.2.
However,the diffusionmodels andthe Levy models are very differentin naturesince the diffusion
processes are constructedin such a way that they have a stationarydistributionthat is a generalized
hyperbolicdistributionwhilst the Levy models are by naturehighly non-stationary.Also, when it
comes to pricing derivativesthe models do not have much in common. Although pricing in the
diffusion models it not straightforward,as can be seen from Rydberg(1997b), these models do not
generatea whole continuumof equivalentmartingalemeasureslike the Levy models do.
4.2.4 Modelsfor highfrequencyfinancial data
In almost all financialmarketsprices arerestrictedto lie on a discretegrid. For example this is the
case for stocks tradedat the New YorkStock Exchange which can be seen from Figure 2. In 1995
the tick size was 1/8th of a dollar, in 1997 it changed to 1/16th of a dollar. O'Hara (1995, Ch. 1)
providesan introductionto marketsand marketmakingon the NYSE.
The discretenessof the prices, which is enhancedat the intra-dailylevel, has been the basis for a
very recentline of researchwhich is concernedwith the timingof the actualtradesandthe movements
of the price at trades.When studyingthe stock prices at this ultrahigh frequencyit becomes apparent
that it is importantto model the durationbetween tradesas well as price moves.
Engle & Russell (1998) developed the AutoregressiveConditional Duration (ACD) model, in
which the arrivalsof transactionsare described by a counting process and the durationbetween
events follows a process of the following type:
Vi = o)+ axi_l + Vi-1

for a,

0,>w > 0, Vi, i = 1, ..., N.
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Here xi denotes the durationbetween events at time ti-\ and ti, i.e. xi = ti - ti_l. So in some sense
the process is discrete and the intensitywith which thejumps occurs can only change at the discrete
time points. This model was based on the assumptionthat the density of the standardizeddurations
xi/li are independentand identicallydistributedwith density
Xi-i, . .., X; 0) = g(xi/lti;

g(xi/lri

0)

and
E(xilxi-1, .. ,xl; 0) =

(i= x(xi-i,...

,Xi-p, lPi-1,

*, .i-p; 0).

This type of process has been used in the insuranceliteratureand was previouslydiscussed in Wold
(1948) and Wold (1949).
This approachis quite different from the one found in a recent paper by Rydberg & Shephard
(1998b) who proposeda continuoustime frameworkfor the evolutionof the prices andtimes. In order
to model the fact thatthe tradesoccur at randomtime points a compoundprocess was suggested.Let
p(t) denote the price of the asset at time t, then allow
N(t)

p(t) = p(O) + E

Zk

(2)

k=l

where N(t) is the numberof tradesrecordedup until time t and Zk is the price movementor change
associatedwith the k-thtrade.In Rydberg& Shephard(1998b) andRydberg& Shephard(1999) N(t)
is modeled as a countingprocess with new arrivalsbeing generatedby a Cox process. In contrastto
Engle & Russell (1998) they allowed the intensityof the Cox process to be a continuousprocess.
The duration models constitute only half of the description of the price formation. To get a
descriptionfor the price process as such the price changes at a tradeshould also be modelled. This
is the topic of Russell & Engle (1998) and Rydberg& Shephard(1998a).
Russell & Engle (1998) suggest modelling the price movementsusing a conditionalmultinomial
distribution.Their paper can be viewed as a time series extension of a multivariateprobit analysis
of transactiondata proposed by Hausman,Lo & MacKinlay (1992). But where Hausman,Lo &
MacKinlay(1992) use the probitfunction as their link, Russell & Engle (1998) preferto work with
logistic functions. In order to use the multinomialmodel it is necessary to assume that the price
movements can only exist on a fixed numberof states in this case it is assumed that they live on
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 which is the case for 98.6% of all the trades in the data set considered in Russell
& Engle (1998). Their autoregressiveconditional multinomial models are shown to give a very
good descriptionof the price changes and it is easy to extend to include many types of explanatory
variables.
The approachin Rydberg& Shephard(1998a) is somewhatdifferentin that they use a decomposition techniquewhich enables them to specifically model the activity,the direction and the size of
a given trade.If Zk denotes the k-th tradethen the decompositioncan be writtenas
Zk = AkDkSk.

Where Ak takes on only two values: 0, 1. If Ak = 0 then Dk = Sk = 0. Otherwise, when Ak = 1,
Dk and Sk live on the structure:
Dk = -1,

and

Sk = 1,2,...

Thus if Ak is zero then Zk must be zero. This means the price does not move or, in other words, is
In-Active.If Ak = 1 then there areActive price movements.The non-zeroprice movementmust be
Zk = DkSk.Likewise, if we assume Ak = 1, then Dk controls the Direction of the price move. If
Dk = 1 the price moves upwards,else it moves downwards.Finally, Sk controls the Size of price
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movements.
Hasbrouck(1996) introduceda dynamic model for the evolution of quotes of bid and ask prices.
Here continuousmodels are suggested as models for, respectively,the theoreticalefficient price in
the market,the ask and bid costs. Hasbrouckproposesa model where the bid price is the underlying
theoreticalefficient price minus the bid costs roundeddown to the closest tick whilst the ask price
is the underlyingtheoreticalefficient price plus the ask costs roundedup to the closest tick. Related
papers include Bollerslev & Melvin (1994) and Harris(1994). Manrique& Shephard(1997) have
studiedthe implied econometricsof this type of model.
The Hasbrouck(1996) bid/ask model is not immediatelyapplicableto transactiondata, but the
principleof using a continuoustime model which is then truncatedin some way is potentiallyuseful
if combined (perhaps)with the Hausman,Lo & MacKinlay(1992) static model of clustering.
There are several marketmicrostructurequestions that can be answeredby the models described
above. One of the goals in modelling the intra-dailydata is to gain insight into how differenttypes
of tradesaffect the long termprice levels (herelong term should be understoodin termsof number
of trades).Forecastscan be calculatedon the basis of both the models developed in Russell & Engle
(1998) and Rydberg& Shephard(1998a). Furthermore,given the structuresof the models it is easy
to include explanatoryvariableswhich make it possible to test for the effects of, e.g. volume and
seasonal effects. Questionsabouthow activity in the marketaffects the price can also be answered.
5

Pricing and Hedging

The Black and Scholes formulafor the pricingof options, where the underlyingasset is modelled
by the geometric Brownian motion, gives a closed form solution to the pricing problem. This is
only possible because of the simple structureof the geometric Brownianmotion. More generally
fair prices of a derivativeassets such as a Europeanor American call option, may be calculated
as the mean value of the discountedpayoff function of the derivative,underthe unique equivalent
martingalemeasureprovidedthat this measuredoes in fact exist. Existence and uniquenesshold in
particularfor the Black-Scholes model as was seen previously.
In other,perhapsmore realistic,diffusionmodels such as the hyperbolicdiffusionmodel proposed
by Bibby & S0rensen (1997) or the normalinverseGaussiandiffusion model proposedby Rydberg
(1999), it may be difficultor perhapseven impossible to show existence by standardconditionssuch
as the sufficient,butnot necessary,conditionsproposedby Novikov andKazamaki.The Novikov and
Kazamakiconditions are discussed, for instancein Revuz & Yor(1994, Ch. VIII). However,even if
this uniqueequivalentmartingalemeasuredoes in fact exist, the price will in most instanceshave to
be calculatedbased on a numericalprocedure.We will briefly go throughsome of the mathematics,
in the continuousSDE case, as this might be helpful for understandingthe problem.
Let a and b be Borel-measurablefunctions [0, T] x I e-+ I, I = (1, r) C R. Assume that X is a
solution of the SDE given by
dXt = b(t, X,)dt +

(t, Xt)dW,, Xo = x,

where W, is a Wienerprocess definedon a probabilityspace (Q, F, P) equippedwith the filtration
{t} Ot<T For simplicity let Et be the naturalfiltrationgeneratedby X,.
Let (Y, W*) (W* is a P*-Wienerprocess) be a solution to the SDE
dYt = a(t, Yt)dWt*, Yo= y.
Then the Girsanovtheoremimplies thatthe two laws P and P* areequivalenton [0, T] if the process
given by

( =o-1 ' b2(s, Xs)

ab(s, X,)
XS
^
^'^h yoU^S'xJ oo^
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is a martingale.
The financialmarketdescribedby the discountedprice process X which is a solution to a SDE of
the above form, is complete (see Hansen (1995)) if: the self financingtradingstrategies(A trading
strategy is self financing if no other capital is supplied than the initial.) are well defined and the
contingentclaim H, H E FT, H > 0, such that EP [NTH] < oo, is attainableat the fairprice given
by
7r(H) = EP [NTH].
If the uniqueequivalentmartingalemeasure,P*, exists then
n(H) = EP [NTH] = EP [H],
is the arbitragefree price.
The situationfor diffusion models is simpler than for Levy models since diffusion models only
allow for one candidate for the riskless equivalentmartingalemeasure, while some Levy models
might allow for a continuumof measures.Due to the discontinuitiesof the Levy processes, excluding
the Wienerprocess, a unique equivalentmartingalemeasuredoes not exist, there may in fact, be a
whole continuumof such measuresif the Levy measureis continuous.
This is the case for generalized hyperbolicLevy processes in general and in particularthe hyperbolic Levy process. In Eberlein& Keller (1995) this problemis overcome by using exponential
tilting, also called the Esschertransform,to distinguisha particularmeasure.However,it is not clear
whetherthis approachis the rightone, i.e. finds the correctmeasure,seen from an economists point
of view. Here it should be noted that finding the right probabilitymeasureis importantsince it can
be shown, see Eberlein& Jacod (1997), thatthe arbitragefree (A price is arbitragefree if it is based
on an arbitragefree market.That a marketis arbitragefree means that there is no way of making
riskless profits.)option prices calculatedby use of the riskless equivalentmartingalemeasures(The
existence of at least one riskless equivalentmartingalemeasuresimplies no-arbitrage.The otherway
aroundis not as straightforward.)fill the whole interval((So - erTK)+, So).
In Rydberg (1997a) a way to overcome the problemof findingunique prices is also put forward.
The method is based on a discretized version of the continuousLevy measure, which delimits the
numberof possible probabilitymeasuresfrom infinity to a finite numbern, such that hedging and
pricing is possible if n + 1 assets are traded.
Bladt & Rydberg (1998) take an alternativeapproach.Here the pricing is carriedout under the
physical measure,wherebyone uniquemeasureis chosen. Perhapsdue to the incompletenessof the
Levy models they are not the most favoredtypes of models when it comes to pricing options even
though they might give a good statisticaldescriptionof the price changes (quite often they would
lack correlationstructure).
Alternativeapproacheson how to price options, but based on stochastic volatility models, can be
found in Hull & White (1987), Heston (1993) and Chernov& Ghysels (1998). From a statistician's
pointof view these worksaremuchmoreinterestingas they arebasedon models which aredeveloped
to describe the financialdata and not only models where pricing is possible.
Optionpricingbased on ARCH-typemodels is complicatedby theirdiscretenature,which causes
them to be incomplete. However, based on, for instance, equilibriumargumentsit is possible to
overcome the incompleteness and deduce a pricing formula. This has been studied in e.g. Duan
(1995) and Kallsen & Taqqu(1998).
The problemof pricing options is not the only issue. Maybe even more importantis the hedging
problem. To hedge a position means to secure it against the risk of marketmovements. In simple
models such as the Black and Scholes model this can be solved exactly and the exact replicating(To
replicatea payoff is to generatethe same payoff by holding a portfolio of bonds and stocks. For the
interestedreaderwe refer to Baxter & Rennie (1996).) strategycan be calculated.Again, as soon as
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we move away from simple models the problembecomes more difficultand is somewhatunsolved.
Forboththe pricingandthe hedgingproblemit seems thatnew thinkingis needed.Even thoughwe
have mentionedsome attemptsthey are by no means exhaustive.For a very mathematicalapproach
to the problemDelbaen & Schachermayer(1994) is a good source, while Chernov& Ghysels (1998)
providea statisticallyorientedapproachand include many referencesto relatedwork.
6

Conclusion

This paper has dealt with problems in the area of interplay between statistics and financial
econometrics. It has described most of the features that characterizefinancial data. The aim has
been to give an idea why buildinggood models is a difficultprojectand takes great statisticalskills.
Hopefully it has also transpiredwhy it is importantto have good statisticalmodels. Just to recapture
the main reasons. Misspecified models may lead to mispricingof derivatives,hedge strategieswill
not be adequatein coveringall the portfoliorisk, andothereconomic questionsgiven wrong answers.
Furthermore,being able to hedge and assess risk is not only of interestto a small elite of financial
speculators:it is of interestindirectlyto almost everyone via pension schemes and mortgages.See
Karatzas& Shreve (1998) for otherexamples.
Some of the complicationsin applyingthe more sophisticatedmodels are outlined. They include
problemsrelatedto incompletenessand arbitrage.In orderto resolve such problems an interaction
between the fields of econometricsand mathematicalfinancewill be beneficial.
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Resume
Le but de cet expose et d'essayer de comprendrepourquoiles donndesfinancieressont interessantesdu point de vue de la
statistique.J'essaieraien particulierde ddcrirece que l'on cherchea moddliseret je presenteraicertainsdes modeles les plus
populairesainsi que des modeles nouveaux. Pourfaciliter ia discussion, on analyseraplusieursensembles de donndes.C'est
pourquoile nombrede graphiquessera importantet le nombrede formules modere. En particulier,on discuteren detail les
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